YES - non-profit agency who provides MH and SA services to 6-24 year olds and their
families in Redmond, Kirkland, and Bellevue. I was asked to speak to you all as a result
of the increase in student deaths we have had in the district in hope of providing some
education around the newest trends in teen drug use and provide some tips on how to
detect these problems in your child and how to talk to them about these issues.
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I am a mental health and D/A counselor, PI in LW, ICS– support students, staff, families,
educate; confidentiality statement! At Bellevue office, RA’s
Run Prevention Group – hosting the DUI assembly this Friday. Hope this will be a good
opportunity to talk with these issues with your kids before the summer starts and they
have a lot more free time
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We’re seeing this across our community in schools
9 PI’s in Bellevue and LW school district – information gathered from across this
district.
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*more than half are getting it from home or their friends are coming into your home
and taking it
Talking about it significantly decreases the likelihood that your teen will use
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*Every couple years district gives HYS
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Epidemic in Kirkland, seattle, WA, nation
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During adolescence– brain undergoes transformation. Portions that govern impulse
control go dark, reward and motivation become more sensitive and powerful. Why
teens are more vulnerable to exploring D/A.
Brain is designed to send out deep cravings for action when something desirable is at
play, reigning in impulses aren’t active yet. Likely to act on any suggestion that comes
along rather than thinking about the consequences.
Explain dopamine and how drugs stimulate the same brain areas as sex and food. –
body’s reward activator – controls pleasure center and encourages thrill-seeking
behaviors.
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Since brains are attenuated to signals of rewards- might take drugs repeatedly as they
cant combat cravings. Use to abuse to easy and high doses may do irreparable damage
to brain cells.
Drugs can cause a spike in release of chemicals the brain releases in response to
pleasure. In response, the brain begins to react with decreased frequency to any
source of pleasure – only feel happy when they’re high.
Teens might not perform well on tests involving memory or recall and struggle to
regulate their emotions. Hard to set aside current pleasure for future gain, may not
plan for future at all.
Teens use the primitive area of brain that emphasize emotion and fear and get stuck
here, hard habit to break

Brain remembers rewards so it’s a quick and effective procedure for them and then
they become hardwired rules
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*Don’t combine alcohol and other drugs – period! THC and alcohol –feel it gives them
a more intense high, but really they go beyond their tolerance and don’t know how
drunk they are (alcohol first then THC), increase chance of alcohol poisoning. Mixing
alcohol with prescriptions is one of the most dangerous forms of concurrent drug and
alcohol abuse. Some of the most commonly abused prescriptions are powerful
sedatives such as Xanax, Ambien, Valium, and Nembutal. When one sedative is
ingested with another, this can severely compromise the central nervous system, slow
down response time, and induce extreme nausea, coma, and death.
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Check your own home. Kids friends will probably go through your medicine cabinet.
Money made off few pills
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-Opioids (oxycontin and Vicodin) treat moderate to severe pain, attach to opioid
receptors and produce feeling of well-being. With repeated opioid use (prescription or
heroin), production of the body’s own pain relievers are inhibited (why withdrawal –
physical reaction to the cessation of an addictive substance - feels so painful-the body
can’t cope with the pain).
-Intensify use by taking it other ways. I.e., extended release oxycodone is released
slowly after taken orally (minimizes the euphoric effects). People may want to crush
them and snort or inject them to increase the euphoria.
-Dangerous b/c all the medicine is released at one time if taken in higher doses over
long periods.
-Increase in tolerance (higher dose to get the same effect) leads to body being less
responsive to the drug over time.
-High risk of overdose during a relapse after a period of abstinence. Lethality is not in
withdrawal, it’s in overdose and combining them with alcohol and other prescriptions.
– can die or go into coma on 1st use!!!
-Withdrawal – not deadly, within a few hours after drug taken; restlessness, muscle
and bone pain, insomnia, vomiting, cold flashes
-Transition to abuse of heroin because it’s cheaper and easy to obtain than
prescription opioids
Naloxone – blocks/reverses the effects of opiates, used to treat OD’s in emergencies-
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someone properly trained in injecting can do it-EMT or family member-slow/stopped
breathing – give the injection!
*Good Samaritan Law – parents turned it into a law that anyone who calls 911 about
an overdose will not be charged if they are intoxicated or possessing it. Every kid call
911 at a party-no more drive by drop offs at ER.
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E-Cigs – A vape pen creates an inhalable vapor with a small inner coil that slowly heats,
creating a vapor that is inhaled. serve as intro to nicotine, don’t help with smoking
cessation, long term consequences unknown. Water-soluble synthetics are easily
converted into liquid concentrate that can go into the device cartridges and be vaped
just like nicotine and other legal substances. It makes it nearly impossible to tell what
is inside someone's vape. It could be nicotine, marijuana concentrate, or fruit-flavored,
nicotine-free "e-liquid," popular among kids
Dabbing – Inhaling the vapors from a concentrated form of marijuana made by
extraction using butane gas/hash oil. Much higher concentrations of THC. 5x stronger
than a joint. Risk of explosions, torch the pipe
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More teens in tx with primary diagnosis of marijuana dependence than for all other
illicit drugs combined – many teens will argue it’s not addictive
Higher rates of depression and anxiety when people use marijuana. Teens who started
using marijuana before age 15 are more likely to suffer from depression and anxiety
later in life. 40% increase risk of psychosis
Can lead to opiate use – brain reverts back to primal instincts of pleasure principles – I
need this to survive and will do anything to get it.
Alcohol and nicotine, marijuana prime the brain for a heightened response to other
drugs and are typically used before a person progresses to other, more harmful
substances.
An alternative to the gateway-drug hypothesis is that people who are more vulnerable
to drug-taking are simply more likely to start with readily available substances like
marijuana, tobacco, or alcohol, and their subsequent social interactions with other
substance users increases their chances of trying other drugs.
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DXM- Dextromethorpan
Abused among 15-16 year olds commonly
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Signs and symptoms of drug use in general.
-heard of students eating significantly more when high on heroin

- Risk of falling, stumbling
If your child shows any of these it doesn’t mean they’re using. Could be a result of
adolescent stress.
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-Some kids under the influence so much of the time the adults are accustomed to their
lethargic and detached manner and consider it part of the students personality
-When students can’t keep up with the school work because of drug use, they act
dumb to get help or sympathy
-Never ask questions, never act out, never come to the attention of adults in any way
-”I’m just tired, my eyes are dry,”
Give examples – go to nurses office to sleep off high, wont go to therapy if P.O. or
parent or school is following up with them about attendance
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When kids don’t feel comfortable talking to parents, they’re likely to seek answers
elsewhere, even if the sources are unreliable. Parents being educated can help correct
any misconceptions kids have
No family is immune to the effects of drugs. Some of the best kids can end up in
trouble even with proper guidance from their parents
Kids who have friends who use are more likely to try them themselves. Social isolation.
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Again, DUI assembly a good opportunity to bring this up. Also before summer time.
Consistency! Both parents!
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Direct them to materials on table
Stopoverdose.org – good Samaritan law, where to get naloxone, places on eastside you
can get it or ask PCP
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District ?s to me
School specific to Christina
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